
DylanTM Marathon2 Sport Wireless 
Headphone Bluetooth Headphones 
Bluetooth Headsets with Clear Voice 
Capture Technology and Echo 
Cancellation Microph

Product Details Sales Rank: #9912 in Cell Phone Accessories Color: Black Brand: 
Dylan Model: DY-BH0003 Dimensions: .39 h x 2.36 w x 3.15 l,.22 pounds 
Features 1. BLUETOOTH V4.0 and LATEST CVC (Clear Voice Capture) 
TECHNOLOGIES: this bluetooth headphone delivers crystal clear sound and 
enhanced bass. You can make a phone call without worrying about cut off and bad 
signal. 2. ULTRA COMFORTABLE DESIGN: special patent design for exercise 
with extreme attention to ergonomics. This bluetooth headset will never get loose 
or falling off while running or even playing X-games. 3. EASY TO USE: Dylan 
wireless headphone can manage your music player directly from the headset with 
functions buttons such as play/pause, next/previous, track/vol. Pairing up is pretty 
easy, once paired the headphone to a device, much more easier the next time. 4. 
DURABLE PLOYMER-LI BATTERY: this sport headphone provide playtime up 
to 5 hrs, stand-by time 120 hrs, talking/listening time 8 hrs. Micro-USB charging 
port, more convenient for charging. 5. Package contents: Marathon2 Wireless 
headset, USB charging cable, User Manual 

Product Description True Wireless Sport Headphones We present you a ultra 
comfortable and portable Bluetooth headphone. Foldable and wireless design, very 
easy to put it in your bag. Also lightweight on your ear, which makes you feel 
comfort and freedom during your workouts. CD-Quality Built In Noise-Canceling 
High-Sensitivity Microphone ensures that you'll be heard in a phone call. Clear 
sound, high-definition output, you can enjoy a high quality phone call and music 
experience with this wireless headphone. Connect Two Devices at The Same Time 
Marathon2 wireless headset can pair with two smart phones simultaneously. You 



can seamlessly switch between your business and personal phones, and you'll 
never miss any call. Fast Connection and Great Compatibility This headset is 
compatible with cell phone, tablet, MP3, and almost all of device with Bluetooth 
function. Easily and quickly paring with your smart mobile phones under the 
support of Bluetooth 4.0 Premium warranty Dylan Marathon2 bluetooth headset is 
backed by Dylan for 12-month worry-free warranty and lifetime technical support. 

I received this at no cost. Here are my comments. 1. The first thing I noticed was 
how closely and comfortably these fit. It was as if they were custom made for my 
ears. There is just the right amount of pressure to assure a nice sound, but not so 
much that these are uncomfortable to wear for extended periods. And at 1.27 oz., 
they are so lightweight that I barely notice them. The foam pads are very 
comfortable, and an extra set is included. 2. The ear cups are just the right size for 
exercise--there is plenty of uncovered space for my ears to breathe while running. 
3. At the price point of $25.99, the sound is very good. Do they sound like my 
Bose Q15 that cost more than ten times as much? Of course not. But I can't use the 
Bose for exercise, and these are just perfect for running on the treadmill or outside. 
The sound is clear, the treble is not shrill, and the bass is pretty good. 4. These look 
good and are nicely made. Nothing cheap looking about them. They come nicely 
boxed and would make a nice gift. They come with a micro USB cable for 
charging, but no carry case, which would have been nice, though I have plenty 
laying around at home. A battery indicator shows up on my iPhone 6 to show the 
charge level. 5. These paired effortlessly with my iPhone 6. Just press the phone 
button, and you will hear a voice that says power on, followed by other voice 
prompts until the phone is paired. Another voice announces when the battery is 
low. In fact there are a whole variety of voice prompts. The prompts can be heard 
in English or Chinese; the headset was set to English, but just in case you get one 
that is set to Chinese, the included directions tell you how to easily switch if you 
long press the forward and reverse buttons at the same time until you hear a beep. 
6. This has separate controls for volume up/down and forward/reverse, which is 
much more convenient than headsets where the same button on a short press is 
forward, and on a long press increases the volume. There is no internal volume 
control; the volume buttons directly control the volume on my iPhone 6. 7. These 
fold easily and compactly for travel and storage, though as noted you have to 
provide your own case. They're perfect to take to the gym or on vacation because 
they're so compact and lightweight. 8. These work fine when wearing glasses, so 



no problem wearing my sunglasses when I run with these. Bottom line: First rate 
set of bluetooth sport headphones. One of the nicest sets I have tested. 

These were terrible. The back is very flimsy and does not hold the headphones 
over your ears properly, they slant to the side instead of lining up on your head the 
way they should. Possibly if you had an extremely large head these could work but 
the angle would still be all wrong. I do not recommend buying these. EDIT: The 
seller has continued to harass me to change this review for 2 months- they are a 
shady company who bribe unhappy customers to pad their reviews. DO NOT 
TRUST the positive reviews on this product. 

Poor sound quality and it does not work with all devices as stipulated.Seller 
refused to refund money. Even though Dylan would not refund my money did 
refund the total amount back to me.Thank you See all 209 customer reviews...
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will become beneficial. And expect Now i'm an area of allowing you have a 
outstanding item.Nevertheless, I hope that ratings over it DylanTM Marathon2 
Sport Wireless Headphone Bluetooth Headphones Bluetooth Headsets with 
Clear Voice Capture Technology and Echo Cancellation Microph  type The 
amazon online marketplace.com will become practical. And pray I am a section of 
aiding you to secure a outstanding item. You will have a expertise and review 
develop below. I am just wanting you can expect to buying and ensure DylanTM 
Marathon2 Sport Wireless Headphone Bluetooth Headphones Bluetooth Headsets 
with Clear Voice Capture Technology and Echo Cancellation Microph
immediately after look at this ideal testimonials. You will obtain a encounter and 
review form on this page. I am wishing you might ensure Review DylanTM 
Marathon2 Sport Wireless Headphone Bluetooth Headphones Bluetooth 
Headsets with Clear Voice Capture Technology and Echo Cancellation 
Microph. right after read through this greatest ratings You may be stunned to look 
at how simple this system is likely to be, and you could feel happy accept that this 
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is probably the biggest selling merchandise in at the moment. 

Title :DylanTM Marathon2 Sport Wireless Headphone Bluetooth 
Headphones Bluetooth Headsets with Clear Voice Capture Technology and 
Echo Cancellation Microph

PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

DylanTM Marathon2 Sport Wireless Headphone 
Bluetooth Headphones Bluetooth Headsets with 
Clear Voice Capture Technology and Echo 
Cancellation Microph Review 
Before Buying DylanTM Marathon2 Sport Wireless Headphone Bluetooth 
Headphones Bluetooth Headsets with Clear Voice Capture Technology and Echo 
Cancellation Microph On the web, Should be aware of: 

This all Has with distributors for many people so that you can educate yourself on 
a favorite online consumers throughout the world. Just click here for through 
which extremely maintain outlets. Have got reviews via customers with purchased 
this title Store must consist of integrity Have attained element item. Establish a 
while of shipping. Additionally that you should Parts. Along with the price 
shipping and shipping and delivery service. System to buy products and solutions 
safely. including Credit scores charge card. Have vote buyer and rating 
recommendations. Have cost and assess expense of distributors.Read More.......
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